
Below few Comments  & feedback are signed by the student as post feedback of Counseling

Sr No. Post Counseling feedback of   students

1 It was great relief to mind after attaning the Counseling.Yes,I really think it will help in my future 

2 Excellent session, Opens up Mind .  Exceelent Councellor

3 It feel better now  &  relaxed

4 Good Counseling.Feeling better after Ist Counseling.

5 Very helpful

6 I feel actually good & also  feel someone is there who is actually willing to help me

7 Counseling was really good .It will really helped  me to improve my personality.Thank you sir.

8 Counseling helped me lot in term of my career Planning & execution of the same.

10 Feeling Much Better.. Feeling relax

11 Feel deep Silence now .Counseling has motivated my mind

12 Best

13
After Counseling I feel relax & got idea how to start the stdy properly. Now I am feeling more Confidant

14
The Counseling session is very good & helpful.It helped me to balance my EQ .Really Really Thank you sir.

15 I am getting Concentrated towards what can I do.

16 Due to Couseling got mental Comfirt. Feeling better. Improved lot.

17 Counseling has changed my life

19  My Confidence level is also better than previous.

20

It is relly good,Its like develop & improve yourself & get high confidence to face the problem.It is good 

counselling.it a golden opprtunity to improve self.It is reallly nice

21 Counselling was excellent.Yes it wil help me in making proper decision & to be happy.

22 I feel bit relaxed 

23

I feel very happy now.I got Knowledge about carrer. My thinking level has changed & now I have Confident 

about all things.

24 It is very nice 100%.It will help me in my further career path.

25 Good.It helped me to improve my Confidance.Yes,It helped.

26 Yes,I feel very good.& it will be useful for my good future. Imroved.

27 It was Awasome. It relly helful for future.

28 Very Buitiful.    Developed Self Confidence in.                                           

29 Increased self Confidance to achive goal.

30 Counseling was good. Helped to look my future in a better way

31 Counseling Changed my way of loking towards life

32 It was greate experience. I will enhance my abilities & will lead to the life.success as much as I can.

33 Coimfirtable & feeling much relaxed.

34 Perfect!!!.It will help me.

35 Very Nice

36 It was really good. It changed my mind.It helped me to to change my thinking. 

37 Awasome

38 I really feel Counseling is very good.It  helped me to improve myself.

39 Counseling is the best way for the life.

40

It has been a awaking day. I do belive that my goals accomplished & make sure that whatever told is 

followed.Thank you very much.

41
Apt,to the point and un-hostile feeling at the very beginning is great,A recommendation for everyone

42 It was a very good Counseling. Confusion was cleared & also new dimensions for me was opend.

43 Yes,It was motivating & Excellent and helpful for me to develop & Overcome weakness.

44 Positive approch towards the situation tought..A counseling is good.

45 It was good .& it will help me in making strategy  

46 Positive feeling & Imrovement.

47 Excellent, Sir gave me the Goal of Life,Tolde me to create your Own goal

48

I am feeling much better & healthy.Now my mind is stable.I am not getting any kind of extra load on my 

mind.After Counseling my creativity got support& motivated me to make new things.I am come out from 

my problems.

49

Excellent .As per my opinion whitout this Counseling I would not have achieves my goal of cracking IELTS 

exam. Expect the same cooperation from college in motivating us in every aspect of life


